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The new fantasy action RPG by FromSoftware. Rise, Tarnished, and be guided by
grace to become an Elden Lord in the Lands Between. Tarnished, a man who was

born in a manor, lives a simple life as a messenger on a road in the Lands Between.
One day, Tarnished receives a letter from the Elden Lord. The letter says that the
Elden Lord has died and Tarnished will become an Elden Lord. The world-spanning

Elden Ring, on which the interests of the Realm are united, has never been
destroyed in history. THE OFFICIAL RELEASE OF THE GAME • A Game with a Story

Born from a Myth A multilayered story told in fragments. An epic drama in which the
various thoughts of the characters intersect in the Lands Between. The story of a

newly born hero. In the valley between two lands, three people are born. All of them
are taken by the King and are led to a special house. There, he has his childhood
friend Honoka killed in front of him. The unnamed hero. He is dissatisfied with the

treatment of the people. Afterward, he sees Honoka in the form of a giant bird. The
hero makes a journey in search of his name. The unknown woman. She was
separated from her child, and the King refuses to let her see her child again.

WHAT'S NEW New Features Improved Field of View The field of view is expanded so
that you can see further. Added a High Residual You can read fine details of your
enemies. Increased Resolution The resolution of the background texture has been
increased. New Gear New Chests. The new chest provides much stronger weapons
and better rewards. New Quest A new quest that directly connects you to the area.
Added Contacts Give your contact information to your friend so that they can get in
contact with you. Duel Quest A new Challenge Mode that lets you play a duel with
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other players. Duel Goals Exploit the power of the duel to defeat your rival. Added
New Gem The gem can be spent to boost your strength and power. Added

Additional Skill The additional skill can be spent to enhance the strength of your
effect. Added "Double Attack" You can use two skills at the same time. More

Challenging Battle You can choose stronger enemies and fight them

Features Key:
Heroes of the Masses A basic account that can be used to enjoy the server-hosted Mass Role Play as
a new adventurer. The Mass Role Play is the introductory quest system that includes a game in the

Mass Version (MMORPG), and the newly added Story Mode.
Personal Legend Personal Legend allows you to connect your basic account in order to experience

this new kind of MMORPG. When the game is launched at the end of 2013, all accounts will be
altered to become Personal Legend accounts.

Activation Please be aware that if you register more than one account, the individual account will
cease to exist if the original account is deleted.

Will a Chosen god be brought about the Mundane World?
Choose the way of the World and destiny of your character for every episode in the Story Mode.

Enjoy an original fantasy adventure in an endless RPG!
Is life given to heroes who defend the world?

An action and adventure role-playing game that you control every step
A Garou Simulator/Mass RPG/MMORPG/RPG

MMORPG/Mass RPG/RPG/Simulator
Simulator/Mass RPG/RPG/actiondungeonMMORPG/RPG

SRPG/RPG/Simulator/actionMMORPG/Mass RPG
Mass RPG/RPG/simulator RPG/MMORPG/SRPG

Attention:

Some of the content of this announcement may include text/images that are distressing to some viewers.& 
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The events of the characters occur in the Lands Between, which occupies a vast world.
Your character traverses the world and dungeons. Some dungeons are underground, and
the monsters that inhabit them are notoriously ferocious. While dungeon bosses take a
great toll on your character’s health, they provide a welcome opportunity to experience a
feeling of vitality upon killing them. If you manage to survive the dungeon and beat the
boss, you’ll gain EXP. You can use your EXP to level up and evolve your character. In the
process, you’ll gain new levels and learn new skills that are essential to your combat.
However, the strength of your character does not grow proportionately to your level. In
order to level up more quickly, it’s possible to gain EXP by using powerful skills to defeat
monsters and bosses. In addition, if you attain certain levels, you’ll be able to learn more
powerful magic. System • Map View You can see the world map in map view mode. On the
map, you can see the location of your party. You can also see the position of individual
party members and party members that you are currently riding on. You can use the map
to help in battles, and it’s also possible to cancel the movement of your character as a
function of the map. • Duel Battle A duel battle function has been added to the game.
You’ll be able to enjoy the battle scenes even more as you strike blows with your sword at
your opponents, gaining EXP. • Customize Your Own Weapon In addition to a variety of
weapon sets, you can freely equip and bind your own character’s weapon. As a result, you
can create and experience a wide variety of character styles. • The Lands Between You
can enter the Lands Between, which is a newly added area, and hack through the new
paths. Within these paths, you’ll experience an entirely different feeling than you did while
exploring the overworld. Within the depths of the Underworld, you’ll encounter a variety of
monsters, and battling them is a whole different experience than in the Lands Between.
Dungeons are also intricately designed. You’ll be rewarded with a high sense of
satisfaction upon defeating a dungeon boss and obtaining the best rewards. As a result of
your success in battle, you’ll be able to learn new skills and magic. OCCUPY LEARN
GAMES' NEW WORLD OF ER

What's new in Elden Ring:

Dragon Quest Heroes 2 is currently available on the Japanese Wii U
eShop ( ( and in stores around the world.

※Complete details on Dragon Quest Heroes 2, including details on
online play and the new playable character that will appear in the
game, will be announced in the future. ■ System Specifications [Wii
U] 
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Wii U: 

VRAM / ROM Size:

DDR / DRAM Capacity:
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